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FROM THE DESK OF

AndrewClark
Dear Members, Visitors & Bosch Hoek Friends

course, distance to pin’s, etc.
4. Waterproofing and painting of the Clubhouse

Winter is almost behind us; it has been a strange

exterior and interior is complete.

season and not the normal winter we are all used

5. The Lodge exterior is being repainted.

to. The course has remained surprisingly green

6. The workshop is being upgraded to house

during the period and I hope this has led to a
more enjoyable round of golf.

additional carts.
7. The post and rails are currently being sanded,
primed and repainted.

The winter months are generally quieter so we
embarked on a number of Lodge, Golf Course

8. New distance markers have been installed
and the older ones refurbished.

and Clubhouse upgrades and renovations. These
are almost all complete I hope that we have not

Golf has performed relatively well and the

inconvenienced you in any way and that what we

increase in Member rounds has been a welcome

have achieved further enhances your Bosch

relief. The Lodge has also performed well, and

Hoek experience

we are looking forward to the warmer coming
months.

To mention only a few:
1. Irrigation of the entire course is complete.

The Clubhouse and the Vlei at the Lodge are

2. Extension of cart paths have been cut and a

open to all Members, guests and visitors; I invite

suitable top surface is being laid.
3. Eight (8) out of ten (10) of our new carts have
arrived. These will be in commission shortly

and encourage you to join us for a breakfast or
lunch with a stunning view or a delicious dinner
at the Vlei with it’s great décor and ambiance.

as we are waiting for the GPS systems to be
fitted. These will give cart users a view of the

I hope to see you all soon.
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FROM THE PRO SHOP
Winter has arrived in the Midlands! Bosch Hoek
has experienced its first taste of ‘real’ Winter for

NEW MEMBERS
A warm Bosch Hoek welcome must be extended

the year, with the course receiving two fairly big

to our new Members and on behalf of Ivan Clark

frosts which settled on the course during the

and the team at Bosch Hoek Golf Club we look

second week in June. Earlier in the year we

forward to a long and mutually rewarding

experienced, like the rest of KZN, record rainfall

association.

which helped the golf course keep its verdure a
lot later in the season than the years gone by.

Justin McDougall
Sean Rice
Michael “Mitch” Robertson

As winter takes hold, we see the last of the
autumn leaves drop and witness Bosch Hoek

Cameron Wiid
Peter Woodland

transform into the Winter wonderland we love at
this time of year. Although the Winter mornings

and evenings can be somewhat cold and
uncomfortable on the golf course, the playing
conditions allow for that much needed roll off
the tee shot. I reiterate that Bosch Hoek is truly a
special place when course conditions stroll hand-

We are delighted that you have joined our
wonderful Club and hope you will enjoy playing
golf and socialising here as much as we do. If at
any time you feel unsure about anything, please
pop into the Pro Shop or contact Brad on 033
234 4232 or golf@boschhoek.co.za

in-hand with the change of seasons.

I would love to hear from all our golfers, your
first-hand experience of the irrigation program.
Please feel free to pull me aside and let me know
your thoughts and what improvements you may
or may not have noticed over this period.

DAYLIGHT SAVING
As we enter the Winter Months we find
ourselves moving into Daylight Saving. Daylight
saving will run from Wednesday 1 June 2022 to
Wednesday 31 August 2022.
Ladies Wednesday Competition
Tee-off times from 08h30
Men’s Thursday Competition
Tee-off times from 11h00 to 12h30
Mixed Members Saturday Competition
Tee-off Times from 11h00 to 12h30
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WinterWarmers
Served with Garlic & Herb Bruschetta

Served with Grilled Mozzarella Bruschetta Sandwich

Served with Basmati Rice, Chutney & Sambals

Served with Creamy Garlic Mash Or Fries

Served with Creamy Garlic Mash or Fries

KNOCKOUTS 2022/2023

THE

The Annual Member Knockout competitions will

Hole – in - One

commence from July 2022. For all those
Members looking to participate please contact

CLUB

the Pro Shop to secure your spot! Space is

Congratulations to the following golfers

limited and is on a first come first serve basis.

who achieved the perfect fluke!

bbbb

Punch Barlow Men’s Singles
Field Size 64 players

Carin Butcher

Lal & Pauline Greene Mixed Pairs
Field Size 32 pairs
Michael Greene Men’s Doubles

Daniel de Wet le Roux

Field Size 32 pairs

OLD TOM MORRIS JUG

Paul Marshall

The Old Tom Morris, played in July, is played in
conjunction with the Open event which took
place at the Old Course this year. A total of 10
teams took part in this years event, with 6

players per team. The Bosch Hoek “Bush Pigs”

Jenni Hewat

were one above the rest totalling 35 points to the
runners up on 24 points, a fantastic achievement
and well deserved victory, well done to the Bush
Pigs – captain Andrew Erskine, Kes Hansen, Rob

Ian Leyenaar

Comrie, and Brad, Kyle and Mitchell Flanegan.

Melton Shiever

Annette Balcomb

2022

Bosch Hoek

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS
Our Bosch Hoek Members brought April 2022 to

Competition was similarly exciting on the Ladies

a cheerful and exciting close with the Annual

side with Di Nicholson and Lucy Norton both

Club Championships which were held from

displaying some beautiful golf. Day one saw Di

Saturday the 23rd to Sunday the 24th. We

in a one-shot lead ahead of Lucy. On Day two,

welcomed Members from near and far on the

Lucy remained poised enough to take the lead by

Friday evening for our opening cocktail function,

two

a tradition we hope to grow over the years to

Championship title at only seventeen.

shots

and

secured

her

first

Club

come. Our Men’s field consisted of thirty-eight
(38) golfers and our Ladies field consisted of ten
(10) golfers. Both the Men’s and Ladies fields
were split into A, B and C Divisions respectively.

2022
BOSCH HOEK
CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

Sponsorship is always well received and greatly
appreciated. This year we were fortunate enough

FINAL RESULTS

to secure prizes that may even intrigue the likes

Ladies A Division & Club Champion

of Robin Hood. An avenue of goodies well

Lucy Norton

deserved by those who received and enjoyed

Ladies C Division Winner

them!
Gail Wendover
Speaking of prize winners – we were treated to

Men’s A Division & Club Champion

an exciting two days of hearty competition on

Kesley Hansen

the course. Day one saw Kes Hansen and Simon
Greyvensteyn raise the bar for one another which
resulted in a one-stroke lead for Kes as the sun
set. However, on day two, Kes managed to break

away slightly and defend his title as Club

Men’s B Division Winner
Brett Murray
Men’s C Division Winner
Rob Finlay

Champion for the seventh time after a five-shot
lead.

Congratulations once again to our victors.
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Ladies C Division Winner: Gail Wendover

Ladies Club Champion: Lucy Norton

Ladies C Division Winner: Gail Wendover

Men’s & Club Champion: Kesley Hansen

Men’s B Division Winner: Brett Murray

Men’s C Division Winner: Rob Finlay
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IMPORTANT DATES
AUGUST 2022

SEPTEMBER 2022

Don’t forget to book your table for the month end dinner specials at the Clubhouse!

Graham Brown Mixed Trophy
Tuesday, 9 August 2022
FORMAT:

Betterball Stableford (Any Combination)

TEE-TIMES: Shotgun Start at 10h30 for 11h00
COST:

R 50.00 (Unlimited Members)
R 300.00 (PAYP Members & Visitors)
R 250.00 Golf Cart Hire (Limited)

*** Your R 50.00 Competition Fee Includes One Raffle Ticket on the Day ***

For more information or to book , please contact
Bosch Hoek Pro Shop on 033 234 4232 or golf@boschhoek.co.za

Bookings are Essential!!

Ladies Captain’s Report
Bosch Hoek’s Club Championships was a

Lucy Norton continues to make a name for

closely contested event in the ladies’ section,

herself as a rising star in the local golfing circuit.

with both divisions coming down to the last

Lucy won the Cindy Mckeown Junior Trophy at

hole! Our 2022 winner of the A division was

the Durban Region Champs this month. Lucy

Lucy Norton with runner up, Di Nicholson, close

won both Best Nett and Best Gross for HI 15.3

on her heels. Di won best Nett in the A division.

and under. Congratulations Lucy!!

The C division winner was Gail Wendover with
Sue Till as runner up.

Thank you to Debbie Crabb who travelled to the
South Coast to represent the Midlands in the

Our Bosch Hoek Ladies’ Open Day, held in May,

Senior Women’s Golf SA National Champs.

was a great success with ladies coming from far
and wide to play on our gem of a golf course. We

Our local Kay Barlow Trophy event was held in

had a full field of 56 ladies and we were treated

May. Jenny Beard was the proud winner!!

to idyllic weather!

Congratulations Jenny.

Our main sponsors were

Greendale Spar and Sasfin with a host of local
businesses sponsoring fabulous prizes. We are

Extra special congratulations to Jenni Hewat and

most grateful for their generosity. We managed

Carin Butcher for achieving a “HOLE-IN-ONE”

to raise a sizeable amount of money from the day

in the past two months. Absolutely fabulous!!!

which we donated to the Mooi River SPCA.
Happy Golfing!
Congratulations to Missy Hughes on winning the
Ladies Singles Knockout Competition. Our
Ladies Doubles final is still to be played.

Annette Balcomb
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Men’s Captain’s Report
With the opening up of the travel industry after

conditions in the coming years and add to the

two years of Covid restrictions, our Members

quality of our course. Here I must thank the

have been taking advantage of the opportunities

Clark family for their ongoing and much

on offer and, regrettably, the number of rounds

appreciated input to ensure that Bosch Hoek is

played by Members have dropped off somewhat

“as good as it gets”. And we can additionally

alarmingly in recent months. After averaging 380

help by conscientiously attending to all divots

Members rounds per month post the initial

we come across as we play our rounds.

lockdown period, when just being out in the
open air was something special, our numbers for

Our Club Championships was, yet again, a

the first four months of this year fell to about 280

resounding success and, for once this summer,

rounds per month. While the weather also

the weather defied the forecasters and was kind

certainly did not help the situation, I am pleased

to us. The weekend officially kicked off on

to report our Thursday and Saturday fields have,

Friday evening with a relaxing cocktail function.

in recent weeks, been virtually fully booked out.
Kes and his team had been double cutting the
At our AGM in February, Kevin Goodrem stood

greens during the week prior when there was

down as Captain after serving the Club with

some much-needed sunshine, and had the greens

much enthusiasm and commitment during a very

running at a fast 10.5 for the weekends play.

difficult two years, dominated by the pandemic.
On behalf of all Members, I wish to thank him

Congratulations

to

all

the

winners

but

most sincerely for his contribution during this

particularly to Kes Hansen on winning his 7th

period. Thanks also to Kevin for his organisation

Club Championships with Clive Cole and Simon

of a most enjoyable Captain’s Golf Day and

Greyvensteyn as runners up. The B Division saw

Dinner at the start of June, and to Sasfin for their

Brett Murray run away with the competition,

kind sponsorship of the prizes for that day.

with Ron Jury in second place. The Men’s C
Division required a couple of play off holes with

As most of you would have noticed, the

Rob Finlay and Pete Wood battling it out and

installation of the new irrigation is practically

Rob winning it on the second play-off hole.

complete. While there may have been some
short-term inconvenience during this time, the

Many thanks to Brad, Kes, Kayleigh, Liam, Lori,

system will significantly enhance the playing

Anthony and the bar and kitchen staff for their
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efforts in ensuring the success of our premier
event.

Similar congratulations to the winners of the
Men’s Knockout Competitions. Entries are now

open for our 2022/2023 events, so please give
your names to the Pro Shop without delay.

In May we sent a team of twelve of our Members
(Richard Fincham, Brad Flanegan, Pete Hedley,
Mike Yeats, Mark Perry, Kevin Goodrem, Kevin
Lang, Kes Hansen, Graham van der Wath, Ron

Jury, Brad Ross, and I) to Johannesburg where
we had two highly enjoyable games against
River Club and Country Club Johannesburg. The
first game was, through our chairman Mark
Perry’s endeavours, a resurrection of a match
against River Club last played in the late 1990’s
which came about as a result of both clubs being

founded by Punch Barlow and designed by Bob
Grimsdell. The second was a follow up on our
new reciprocity agreement with CCJ. New
contacts were made and old friendship reignited.

We also ran a Ryder Cup format competition for
all Members in June which was enthusiastically
competed for by twenty-four entrants.

Our League teams continue to impress with
Bosch Hoek 1 currently lying second on the log
and Bosch Hoek 2 joint third.

Swing Easy!

Mike Weeden
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fairways

Course Update
With Kes Hansen
I am sure you are curious about the new

months with the course receiving water as and

irrigation on the golf course, and are wondering

when needed. Tee boxes, approaches and greens

the significance of the project going forward?

are our main priority during this period, and the

Bosch Hoek has only ever had irrigation on its

fairways will receive an adequate spread.

tees and greens and has relied on rainfall as its
source for water on the fairways and as we know,

Toward the end of 2021 and beginning of 2022

the Midlands area receives significant rainfall

the Midlands area, like the rest of KZN, received

during the summer months, but the course takes

heavy rainfall which impacted the golf course

a hammering during months where there is little

and more importantly the river that runs through

to no rain fall.

the golf course and farm. Large amounts of silt
and debris gathered at catchment points causing

Over the years, thanks to the Clark family’s

blockages and a change in flow. I have called on

vision and investment and the dedication from

the assistance of a TLB to clean out and remove

the team, Bosch Hoek has truly blossomed,

the build-up. I am happy to say the job has been

becoming a ‘must-play’ course and establishing

a success and the natural flow has been restored

itself on the South African map. Our ambition is

to the stream.

to offer an unforgettable experience for all who
visit us and so the facilities and golf course are a

top priority in making sure they lend equally to
the overall experience.

Nature should of course run its course and allow
seasonal conditions to take effect on our Kikuyu
fairways and rough areas. The new irrigation
program will not necessarily change this as
Kikuyu grass takes a step back during this time
of the year, going a crisp golden brown when the
frost has settled in.

Programs will be monitored during the winter
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I am excited to announce the cart path extensions
are underway. Over the past few years Bosch
Hoek has added new cart paths and extended
onto the old cart paths on the golf course. This
project was done in the hope that the ever
growing cart traffic would be shifted away from
playing areas, allowing the badly affected areas
on the golf course to recover.

Extensions to the 1st, 6th and 9th are in progress

which will again redirect cart traffic in the best
direction, away from areas that are being
damaged. The golf course will be under repair in
these areas and we ask all cart users to respect
the upgrade and used an alternate route when
approaching the extensions.

According to Golf Digest the odds for an
Amateur golfer getting a Hole-in-One is 12 500
to 1! Despite the statistics, Bosch Hoek recorded
seven Hole-in-Ones over the past four months!

Well done to all seven golfers on this rare
accolade and a special congratulations to junior

golfer, Daniel de Wet le Roux who achieved a
Hole-in-One on the 7th hole and to Ian Leyenaar,
who not only achieved a Hole-in-One on the 5th
hole but also took home a years supply of Stella
Artois for his achievement!
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* INCLUDES

One Night’s Stay & Breakfast
at Bosch Hoek Lodge

18 Holes of Golf

at Bosch Hoek Golf Course

*
Terms & Conditions Apply

Subject to Availability

BOSCH HOEK
LODGE
Bosch Hoek is gaining popularity as the place to

from guests who were part of the many functions

stay for bridal couples getting married in the

and groups in the first part of the year, either

Midlands, along with their families and bridal

booking their own functions or simply bringing

parties; it’s an obvious choice with our luxury

their families for a well-deserved break.

appointed Lodge, immaculate golf course and
our welcoming Clubhouse which is the ideal

The Vlei restaurant at the Lodge is open daily

venue for dinner and drinks before the big day.

and we would love to host you for breakfast,

These events are a wonderful occasion to

lunch or dinner. We are a wonderful venue, be it

showcase Bosch Hoek to guests who have not

for dining, meeting for business or catching up

had the opportunity to experience our offering in

with friends and we can easily arrange

it’s entirety. With that being said, the Lodge had

something special should you wish to host a

an incredible autumn and early winter season

function or event in beautiful surroundings.

and set new occupancy records as we also hosted
a number of conference and corporate groups,

As I say in every entry for the Bosch Hoek

golf groups, wedding parties and the members

Bulletin, all the success and hard work that goes

from other courses and Clubs.

into making the Lodge and Bosch Hoek the
place it is with the ever-growing reputation, is

A special thank you to Bruce Hughes and his

only possible with the wonderful team of staff

Encore team for hosting their annual Duo-Dash

members. So I would like to end off with

after party at the Lodge. It was a great success

thanking everyone involved who puts all the

with everyone embracing the cold winter

effort into allowing us to grow from strength to

evening around the fire pits and keeping

strength.

hydrated at the Legless Horse.
Wishing you all a wonderful winter season and
During these cold months our emphasis has been

hope to see you all again soon.

on warmth and well-being and providing our
guests with the utmost comfort.

We have received wonderful feedback from our
visitors and we have had a number of bookings

18
12

LODGE

Call now to book your table
07 6 7 92 5 2 88
accommodation@boschhoek.co.za
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VISITORS FEEDBACK
“Just a short note to thank you and the team for a wonderful afternoon’s golf, a good

dinner, and a really entertaining evening. My best is a good comedian who doesn’t rely on
smut or swearing to get a laugh from the audience, your guy last night was really great!
Days like this are special and obviously as a result of team effort, please thank all
concerned. “

- Steuart Pennington
“Just a quick note to congratulate you all on pulling off a fantastic Day yesterday. It was a
beautiful day on a stunning course followed by a great evening of fun, food &

entertainment. You all made sure it was a huge success. Thank you and well done!!!”

- Lloyd Rowlands
“Friendly, professional staff. They go the extra mile to make stay special. Beautiful
natural surround , spacious suites. Perfect golfing treat.”

- Henry Wickens
“I recently stayed at Bosch Hoek Lodge only for 1 night but I wish I could've stayed longer.

From the pictures, I thought it looked lovely but this was once where the pictures did not
do the accommodation justice - IT WAS BETTER! It is set on a gorgeous large estate with
the most beautiful views, luxurious and comfortable accommodation and the friendliest
staff. The breakfast was wonderful and you could even have dinner in the lovely
restaurant and enjoy a few drinks around the cosy fire. I am already checking when I can
go back, 1 night was just too short.

- Melanie Miller
“You can walk from the Bosch Hoek Golf Course to the Lodge. The room was beautifully
and tastefully decorated with ample space. The highlight is lying on your bed gazing
across a field of cows. Tranquillity at it's best. The staff were attentive and friendly. I will
definitely be back. “

- J. Hulley
“The trip for us as a couple was nothing short of amazing! Michael was on point with all
our needs and just really accommodating with my proposal to my fiancé. I recommend
Bosch Hoek to anyone looking for a romantic, relaxing and just sheer leisurely experience.
We will definitely be back very soon, not just for the amazing experience it offers but for
that work class round of golf the courses have to offer.”

- Brad Greyling
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